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35CFD modeling results for entrained flow coal gasification using advanced submodels for coal conversion
36are presented and compared to detailed experimental data. The focus of this investigation is on the
37accurate modeling of the char conversion process. The CBK/E and CBK/G models are used for calibrating
38a simplified Single Nth-Order Reaction (SNOR) kinetic model, which is suitable for CFD calculations. The
39kinetics of the CBK/G model are fitted using char gasification data obtained from drop tube furnace
40experiments. CFD simulations are performed for the BYU entrained flow gasifier fired with four different
41coals varying significantly in rank ranging from bituminous coal to lignite. The comparison with the
42experiments generally gives good agreement in terms of flame stand-off, gas composition and carbon
43conversion when the kinetics of the CBK/G model calibrated with drop tube experiments is used. On
44the other hand, lower carbon conversion is obtained using the default correlation of the CBK/G model,
45which only allows to depict the overall tendency of the gasification reactivity with coal rank.
46� 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

47

48

49 1. Introduction

50 With the increasing availability of high performance computing
51 resources for scientific modeling both of laboratory and pilot-plant
52 scale, simulation have become an well-established tool for under-
53 standing and optimizing the complex reactive multiphase flow in
54 coal gasification reactors. Especially CFD simulations now repre-
55 sent an important part in the design process of advanced reactors.
56 However, modeling of coal gasification requires several mathemat-
57 ical submodels in order to describe the complex turbulent multi-
58 phase reacting flow [1]. The final simulation result directly
59 depends on the validity and the applicability of these submodels.
60 Generally, these submodels are developed and validated consid-
61 ering small scale experiments, focusing only on one phenomenon
62 at a time. In particular, considering the processes in an entrained
63 flow gasifier with pulverized coal particles in the range of about

641 lm to 200 lm, the existing different length scales cannot be
65completely resolved and hence it is necessary to model the
66processes on the smallest scales. For instance, the interactions
67between the gas phase chemistry and the turbulent flow as well
68as the boundary layers around the coal particles require a suitable
69(subgrid) model. In addition, the thermo-chemical transformations
70of the coal needs to be modeled as well.
71However, in order to limit the computational requirements, CFD
72simulations of coal gasification generally consider only simplified
73modeling approaches. For instance, several effects, for example
74the particle shape or the Stefan flow, are often neglected, even if
75their impact may be significant. The thermo-chemical transforma-
76tions of the coal are often accounted by simplified empirical
77correlations only.
78In this multi-part work, entrained flow gasification is investi-
79gated using advanced submodels. The laboratory scale BYU gasifier
80[2], for which detailed in-reactor measurements are available, is
81used for validating and evaluating the computational submodels.
82The first part [3] focused on the modeling of pyrolysis. An
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83 advanced and accurate procedure was presented for calibrating the
84 parameters required by empirical pyrolysis models using advanced
85 network based models [4–6]. The second part here focuses on the
86 modeling of the char conversion process. In particular, a Single
87 Nth-Order Reaction (SNOR) model originally proposed by Liu and
88 Niksa [7] is used for estimating char oxidation and gasification
89 rates including an empirical effectiveness factor accounting for
90 the reduction of reactivity in the late stages of the carbon burnout
91 due to several phenomena such as ash inhibition, random pore
92 evolution, annealing and char density changes. The kinetic param-
93 eters and the effectiveness factor of the model are calibrated by
94 means of the advanced CBK/E [8] and CBK/G [7] models for char
95 oxidation and gasification, respectively. CBK/E and CBK/G are the
96 latest developments from the CBK (carbon burnout kinetics) family
97 of models. A very good review of the CBK development history is
98 given by Schurtz [9]. Numerical results are then validated with
99 experiments by Brown et al. [2] considering different coal ranks

100 and analyzed focusing on the influence of the char conversion.
101 The paper is structured as follows: Section 2.1 presents a gen-
102 eral overview of the numerical models used for simulating en-
103 trained flow gasification. In particular Section 2.1.2 describes the
104 SNOR model for modeling char conversion. Section 3 discusses
105 the operating conditions of BYU gasifier and the numerical setup
106 used for the simulations. Section 4 reports the results of the
107 numerical simulations including a comparison with the experi-
108 mental data investigating in detail different coal ranks and char
109 conversion models.

110 2. Numerical models

111 2.1. CFD modeling of entrained flow coal gasification

112 The detailed description of the CFD code and of the main algo-
113 rithms and models used for the simulations was described in detail
114 in the first part [3] and here they are only briefly reported. The 2D
115 axisymmetric RANS equations are solved using the CFD code
116 ANSYS-Fluent [10] using the SIMPLE algorithm. Convective fluxes
117 in all transport equations were discretized with a second-order
118 upwind scheme and the pressure gradient with a second-order
119 accurate scheme. Turbulence is modeled using the realizable
120 k� e approach [11].
121 The Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) [12] accounts for the tur-
122 bulence-chemistry interaction (TCI) in combination with a detailed
123 kinetic mechanism [13] from the GRI-MECH suite, including 103
124 reactions among 22 species. It was successfully used for gaseous
125 partial oxidation [14] and for unconventional coal combustion
126 [15,16]. Advanced TCI models such as flamelet, CMC or PDF among
127 others are not established yet for coal combustion and gasification.
128 Some initial results with PDF [17,18] and flamelet modeling
129 [19,20] approaches adapted for coal have been published recently.
130 In addition, it was also demonstrated that the laminar flamelet
131 approach can potentially be extended to include partial oxidation
132 or fuel-rich conditions [21,22], which is of primary interest for coal
133 utilization. Although initially developed for ignition and premixed
134 flames, chemical mechanisms derived from the GRI-MECH family
135 have been used for a wide range of coal combustion and gasifica-
136 tion studies [22–24,16,15,19,21]. These investigations included
137 detailed comparisons to experimental data for the validation of
138 the numerical approach. Furthermore, the GRI-MECH mechanisms
139 are often used for non-premixed flames, see e.g. [25,26].
140 Radiation was modeled with the P-1 model [27]. The P-1 model
141 is the simplest version of the more general P–N approach, which is
142 based on the expansion of the radiation intensity into an orthogo-
143 nal series of spherical harmonics. The P-1 model has the main
144 advantage of solving a transport equation for the incident

145radiation, requiring a limited computational effort but still being
146significantly more detailed than the optical thin limit. The radiat-
147ing properties of the gas were modeled assuming a gray-band
148model, based on the Weighted Sum of Gray Gases (WSGG) model
149[28]. Absorption, emission, reflection and scattering from the dis-
150perse coal particles were considered in the radiative heat transfer
151calculation.
152Coal particle trajectories are simulated using a Lagrangian ap-
153proach. The Eulerian gas phase is coupled with the solid discrete
154phase exchanging mass, momentum and energy. The influence of
155the turbulent flow on the particle trajectories is accounted through
156a stochastic method including a random component of the turbu-
157lent velocity. The coal conversion is modeled according to the
158following sequence: drying, pyrolysis and finally char burnout,
159where a sequential approach is used here. For particle ignition,
160various authors [29,30] among others discussed non-sequential
161approaches under oxy-fuel conditions. However, considering the
162small particle sizes and high heating rates for the case investigated
163here (both leading to very fast pyrolysis), the standard sequential
164method is considered appropriate. The pyrolysis model and the
165procedure for calibration, which is the main topic of the first part
166[3], is briefly reported in Section 2.1.1, while the model for char
167oxidation and gasification is fully reported in Section 2.1.2.

1682.1.1. Pyrolysis modeling
169Pyrolysis is modeled with the empirical Competing 2 Step Mod-
170el (C2SM) [31]. The parameters required by C2SM are evaluated
171according to the calibration procedure described in the first part
172[3], using the results of the detailed network based Chemical Per-
173colation Model (CPD) [4]. Similar results were obtained considering
174the models FG-DVC [5] and FLASHCHAIN [6], respectively.
175Volatile matter is considered as a mixture of light gases and
176heavy hydrocarbons (tar), which are released with a constant ratio
177during devolatilization, which is a reasonable hypothesis for en-
178trained flow gasification, where pyrolysis occurs very quickly. In
179addition, it is assumed that char is composed only of pure carbon
180and the entire hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur fractions of
181the coal were released during pyrolysis.
182The reaction of the volatiles gases are modeled using the EDC
183model as described above. No reactions in the direct vicinity of
184the particle during pyrolysis are considered that could potentially
185change the transport processes in the boundary layer. Such effects
186have been studied for char oxidation [32,16] and the resulting
187model was used in our previous paper [3]. This phenomenon
188should be studied in the future to quantify the influence on the
189particle heat balance.

1902.1.2. Char conversion modeling
191After pyrolysis, a porous char particle (including ash) remains.
192Char conversion involves heterogeneous reactions on the surface
193of the porous particle. Assuming that only carbon remains and re-
194acts (which is often used but quite strong assumption), the follow-
195ing global reactions are usually regarded as important.
196

Rs;1 : CðsÞ þ
wþ 1

2
O2 ! wCO2 þ ð1� wÞCO ð1Þ

Rs;2 : CðsÞ þ CO2 ! 2CO ð2Þ
Rs;3 : CðsÞ þH2O! COþH2 ð3Þ
Rs;4 : CðsÞ þ 2H2 ! CH4 ð4Þ 198198

199The first reaction Rs;1 (Eq. 1) is a combination of the partial and com-
200plete reaction of char with O2, producing CO and CO2. w is the frac-
201tion of char converted to CO2. The oxidation is exothermic and
202generally faster than the other reactions, which are endothermic.
203The methanation reaction Rs;4 (Eq. 4) is usually generally much
204slower than all the other reactions.
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